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I. INTRODUCHON domain, and 2) in computations, how can subgrid-scale
feattm_ be accounted for in the model parmne_.rizations?

In general circulation models (GCMs), some

pmpe_es of a grid element are necessarily considered To address these and related issues, two field
homogeneous. That is, for each grid volume there is campaigns were carried out near Board:nan, Oregon, in
associated a particular combination of boundary layer June 1991 and 1992. These campaigns were designed to
depth, vertical profiles of wind and temperature, surface measure the surface fluxes of latent and sensible heat
fluxes of sensible and latent heat, etc. In reality, all of over adjacent areas with strongly contrasting surface

the._; quantities may exhibit significant spatial varia- types and to measure the response of the boundary layer
tions within the grid area, and the larger the area the to those fluxes. This paper discusses some initial find-
greater the likely variations, ings from those campaigns.

In balancing the benefits of higher resolution 2. SITE AND INSTRUMENTS
against increased computational time and expense, it is
useful to consider what the consequences of such subgrid- The site chosen for the experiment is shown
scale variability may be. Moreover, in interprcting the schematically in Figure I. A large, sagebrush steppe
results of a simulPtion, one must be able to define an area is bordered on the east, northeast, and west by exten-

appropriate average value over a grid. There are two sive areas of irrigated farmland. To a first approxi-
_ts of this latter problem: I) in observations, how marion, the area can be considered to consist of two
does one take a set of discrete or volume-averaged mess- principal land types, dry steppe and moist farmland. The
urements and relate these to properties of the entire scales of each of these two surfaces are sufficiently large
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experiment area showing irrigated and steppe re,gions
Dotted lines show area of surface instruments and main airplane flight paths.
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• (-I0 km or more) that, under favorable conditions, wind speeds over the farm diminished somewhat, and the
noticeable differences in the boundary layer structure wind fields over the two areas showed considerable differ-

over each surface type should be observable. The pre- ences (middle). Thus, both the wind and the temperature
vailing winds are from the west southwest. The farmland structur- can exhibit marked contrasts over relatively
is watered by center-pivot irrigation systems and fea- short distances even in relatively flat terrain. Parame-
rares four principal crops: alfalfa, com, wheat, and terizations that assume well-defined, uniform conditions
potatoes. The stippled areas in Figure 1 contain -500 may be of questionable validity in such circumstances.
separate fields, which cover -75-90% of the nominal

irrigated land in the figure. The problem of pararneterizing subgrid-scale
features is well-illuslrated by considering the problem of

In each year Bowen ratio and eddy correlation specifying the sensible heat flux over the experimental
stations were deployed at approximately 20 sites to area. Mahrt (1987) has discussed some of the problems
obtain surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat. In associated with proposed relationships between grid-
1991 these sites were almost equally divided between averaged fluxes and grid-averaged gradients. We present
farm end steppe me.as, while in 1992, 15 of these instru- an initial effort to study this problem further through sn
menu; were located in the farm area. An airplane made analysis of fluxes obtained on three days during the
numerous run_ across the area at altitudes below 25 m; 1991 campaign. For these days we have used data from
the airplane meast_d mean wind speed and direction, five stations in the farm area--two over corn, and one
temperature, and hum_idity; turbulent fluctuations of wind each over wheat, potatoes, end alfalfa. The fluxes over
speed, temperature, moisture, 03, and CO2; and ground each crop type were assumed to be representative of all
radiating temperatures. Boundary layer temperature fields in the area containing the same crop type. An
profiles were obtained with tethered balloons in 1991 estimate of fluxes over the uncultivated areas of the farm

and radiosondes in 1992. Sodars were used to obtain was also made using data obtained from the steppe area
wind speed prof'des, boundary layer depths, and esti- to the west. The fluxes from the individual crops were
mates of heat fluxes from vertical profiles of the tem- then weighted according to the percentage of land area

perature structure parameter, CT2. occupied by each of the crops, and a weighted, average
sensible heat flux for the entire farm was calculated for

3. RESULTS various times of day.

Figure 2 shows an example of differences in Figure 4 shows the results of this procedure,
boundary, layer development over the steppe and farm along with flux values obtained from an average of five
areas, using data obtained on June I I, 1992. On this day stations in the steppe. The estimates fc_ the farm fluxes
the winds over the steppe blew from the west and south- are subject to considerable uncertainty, perhaps 30-40
west at 3-7 m/s at 50 m elevation throughout the time W/m2 or even more, because of the asslmlptions used in
period shown. High and middle clouds covered most of obtaining them; nonetheless, these errors me small com-
the sky before noon but gradually cleared later in the pared to the differences in flux between the farm and

day. Because of the early cloudy conditions, the mixed steppe. The site-to-site variability i_ sensible heat
layer over the steppe became only slightly deeper then fluxes over the steppe is relatively small. Near midday,
that over the farm, but even so, the temperatures over the the steppe fluxes were approximately 7.';% to 180% (120

steppe were noticeably warmer. A more dramatic dif- to 260 W/m2) higher then the farm fluxes for the days
ference can be seen in the mixing ratio profiles in Fig- shown.
ure 2b, which shows the strong contribution of the

irrigated regions to the moisture content in the lowest To test _csible flux-gradient relationships of
1000 m of the atmosphere. Analogous, if less extreme, the type often used m GCMs, air temperature and sm'face
dL_erences can be expected in many situations where radiating temperature data were obtained from the air-

thee are major changes in the underlying vegetation or plane. Figure 5 shows an example of these quantities,
soil moisture content of adjacent regions. Such differ- for June 14, 1991, over both farm and steppe. Tempera-
ences could have important consequences for radiative ture differences between the farm and steppe areas at
transfer and for the local formation of clouds, flight altitude (-15 m average value) were relatively

small, but surface radiating temperature differences near
Figure 3 shows wind vectors and vector differ- midday were on the order of 20K. The airplane data also

ences at 60 m AGL obtained from a sodar located in the showed differences in wind speeds over the two sites,
farm area (top), 5.8 km from the wet-dry transition line, although there was considerable noise in these data.

and from a second sodar in the steppe (bottom), 5.4 km Errors of 1 m/s or even greater are likely.
from the transition. Early in the day, when the winds

were stronger and the sensible heat fluxes were small, Combining the surface flux values and the air-

there was little difference between the winds over the plane data for winds and temperatures, the dependence of
farm and the winds over the steppe. Lauer in the day the heat flux on the product I V I AT is shown in Figure 6,
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Figure 2. Potential temperature (a) and mixing ratio (b) _ofiles over farm (solid

symbols) and steppe (open symbols) for June 11, 1992.
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Figure3. Windvectorsoverfarm(top) andsteppe(bottom)measuredbysodxrson
June 11, 1992. Middle arrows axevector differences betweensteppe and .farm.
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Figure 4. Sens_le heat fluxes over farm (solid symbols) and steppe (open symbols)
for three days in June 1991.
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Figure 5. Air temperatures (squares) and surface radiating temperatures (circles)
measured by the airplane over the farm (solid symbols) and the steppe (open
symbols) on June 14, 1991. Lines are least squares parabolic fits to the data.
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Figure 6. Variation of sensible heat flux with IV I AT fo ' three days in June 199 I.
Farm data are shown by solid sy ,bols, steppe dam by op zl symbols, and averaged
data by line pattern symbols. Lines are parabolic fits Coy eye) to the dam.



, where I V I is the magnitude of the wind speed at flight temperatures. The results in Figure 6 suggest an addi-
altitude, AT is Tsf¢ - Ta, T_f¢ is the surface temperature, tional effect even in the absence of an explicit stability
and Ta is the air temperature. The solid symbols are dependence for CH. Whenever the wind fields vary over a
values taken over the farm, while the open symbols are domain, because of secondary circulations such as sea
values obtained over the steppe. A simple parabola has breezes or "farm breezes," roughness changes, terrain
been fitted to the data by eye to illustrate the general influences, small- scale mesoscale features, etc., the
relationship. The third set of symbols, with patterns of dependence of an area-averaged flux on area-averaged
lin_, /'epresents the "average" values over the farm md wind and temperature fields may differ from the depen-
steppe, where fuxes, AT, and wind speed were all dencies exhibited in the individual regions which make
equally weighted to obtain averages of each quantity. A up the larger area.
parabolic approximation to these data has also been
drawn, and it is sigrdficanfly different from that obtained Both modelers and experimentalists are thus
over the individual land types, faced with a set of problems involving multiple scales.

- At the low end of the scales, for characteristic lengths of
4. DISCUSSION -I km (the size of individual central pivot fields in the

farm area), one must ensure that measured fluxes are
A common form_dation for surface fluxes in representative of the surrounding area and that local

GCMs is given by expressions such as (Dickinson et al., equilibrium conditions have been established at the meas-
1986) urement site. At scales of 5 to 15 km, edge effects may

be significant and could complicate _.ff'orts to integrate

H = p Cp CH IV l (Talc - Ta ), (I) individual measurements into some appropriate averaged
flux value. For the current analysis over the farm, it -ras

where H is the sensible heat flux, p is the air density, Cp assumed that such effects are negligible, but the limita-
is the heat capacity, and CH is a drag or exchange coeffi- tions of that assumption must be established. At still
cient, usually taken to be a function of stability. Sm- larger scales, organized circulations and variations in
bility is often specified in terms of a bulk Richardson the structure and dynamics of the boundary layer may
number RIB such as make the use of simple flux-gradient relationships in

GCM problematic. Each of these problems is currently
RIB = g z (1 - Ta / T_fc)/.V• 2, (2) being studied.

where g is the acceleration of gravity, z is the height of 5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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